It's impossible
to repossess

by Paula Clements

It's impossible to repossess
time and figure out exactly who
spawned what, or where and when
particular influences were felt by
whom. No doubt those chronological .
details, if agreed u pon. would be
buried under the ir i ispu table fac t
that a group of people were busy in
Robert Dunn's composition class and
subsequently showed some of their
dances at Judson Memorial Church on
July 6, 1962. They kept working,
kept showing, and twenty years went
by.
All four nights of the Judson Dance
Theater Reconstructions were completely sold out and throughout both
Program A and B (two nights of each) ,
the audience was enthusiastic and appreciative. ~ot only were dancts being
restored but it seemed that the audience was being reconstructed as ,1·ell.
Peter Moore , ~h o had taktn thousands
of photographs of the original performances, \\·as back with hi s triood ,rn d
camera, and the pre-perfor~1ance excitement was unlike today 's seda te
dance concert atmosphere. .\laybe
people were there for the opportunity
of witnessing a refraction of the course
of dance historv. Or ma,·be the 1982
audience had a~rived with a hunger for
the fresh and innovative forces that
had been set loose twenty years ago
and a secret hope that some part of it
might still be potent and contagious.
Whatever the reasons, the audience was
delighted and enthralled , perhaps more
patient and ready to indulge the pastexcesses and whims that they might
not tolerate in present performances.
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Judson Dance Theater entered
history almost immediately. Jill Johnston was an integral. if extended, member of the Judso; communin ·. Her
regular re,·iews of the perfor~ :rnces
1w re indgorating pieces of cri;icism
that paralleled the shifts in perspecti,·e
that were de,·eloping so quickly . .-\
sentence like , " Finally she caps this
perfect and meticulous nonsense with
a meaningless assaul t un a blue plastic
bag," would normally be a negative
dismissal of work, in this case Lucinda
Childs ' Camation. But Johnston uses
a reviewer 's tone of pronouncement to
reverse the negation and not only commend but extend an understanding of
a new viewpoint - that meticulous nonsense does not ha1·e to be incomprehensible ; it can even be " perfect. "
There 's something both ironic and
iittinl! that inn01·a tive Janee should
fin<l ; home in churches. The Reconstrunions were rn-sponsti reJ by the
Bennin~tun Coll ege Ju,lsun Project and
by The Danspace Prnjc:ct at St. ,\ lark 's
Church . The main sanctuan· (reno,·ations were completed there JUSt in time
for the performances) was a surprisingly apt site for many of the dances.
B,· coincidence, the onlv other event
jr{ the new sanctuary to' precede the
Judson show was an Easter service to
commemorate The Resurrection .
In Elaine Summers' Dance for Lots
of People , the group of more than
forty participants often moved as if
by a shared religious fervor. By reach ing arms upward in a closely huddled
throng, or moving through the room

en masse, or joining ::1r:J5 ::: :
':chain, they e\'Oked a:1 ::::,.n, -::.-. -.; x-.,;;
of communal faith .
As required for Remy C ;;.:..:Meditation, everyone si::i::; x : : . :.- :::".
side of the sanctuarY mon: J .: :,-,.- - ·
the large, main floo~. spr:!.;..:::cf - a congregation before tne i : .::.: >. :.'"
this expanse of people g:iz:r:; - ? ...: - -:
Charlip 's gestural skills we:.:_::;: -;:.·.:.:
Like a seasoned preacher. :-::: 5-:: '.:-~ •
able to orchestrate the au ci:cr.,:::: ,
response.
Philip Corner 's Keyb o.;r.1 [.,.:·.; ,·_
were like a subdued ceren:o:::, : .,
elaborate preparations oi rer:-. :i-.. :: ;
shoes and socks, and getting ?e:-7:-,: :.
settled on the piano bench , we: ::¢ : ·
essary to play a sequence of notc-s '.\-;·.:
his feet. Near the end of his perfo:-::-.·
ance there was a beautiful image oi
Corner crouched at one end of the
piano with his arms extending over
the entire keyboard, touching every
key.
The photograph on the cover of the
Reconstruction program notes shows
attentive audience members at a Happening in the sixties. One can pick ou:
John Cage in the midst of the group
\\ith an appreciative smile on his face .

Otper faces in the vicinity reflect almost identical responses.· The expressions reveal not so much rollicking
humor, but a deeper funniness . It is
made in part of pure hilarity and
checked in part by the smiling acknowledgement of a troubling question .
Meditations made people laugh at
their own expectations. Because Remy
Charlip was dressed in black and began
with lofty arm gestures and a pensive
face , the tone was set for a serious
dance . People laughed in response to
his ability to handle time and gesture.
interspersing the serious manner \\;th
loony, anguished, bored , or earnest expressions. It was like being held captive and tickled relentlesslv .
Lucinda Childs is noto;ious for her
cool sense of precision. Her dances run
like unerring clock mechanisms. In
Carnation, the precision is directed
toward a series of mundane but colourful chores. Her secretarial approach
towards an assortment of sponges is
very funny. At the outset, you know
you are being set up for some absurd
situation, but you become involved in
the eloquence of her activity as she
plucks pink curlers from her collander
hat and squeezes them between half a
dozen flat sponges which are held in

place by her teeth . She drops the
sponges from her mouth into a plastic
bag (in which her lower leg is encased)
and abandons this meaningless business
which we have sat on the edge of our
seats to watch .
One of the most exciting redisco\'eries made in the sixties was that dance
is a "visual " art. ,\ new awareness of
seeing mo\'ement was instilled. At the
heart of Judson were dancers , people
\\ith a deep empathy for the human
body . All the breakthroughs concerning methods, presentation, use of obiec ts and tasks, all the formal and emo·tional reasons wh\' and where a dance
takes pl:;.ce. were ~ltimatelv rudimentan· t~ the less easily described develop~ents and breakthroughs of the
physical mon:ment of dance. It wasn 't
just new structures in which dance unfolded , but new threads within the
movement itself. After bypassing many
conventions of dance, the work during
the early years of Judson pared mo\'ement down to essentials and led the
way to new movement invention.
In her book, Work 1961-73 , Yvonne
Rainer described a period of time in
Dusseldorf where she went to an empty
ballet school everyday. "Since there

::rvps,AJ

was nothing else to do I worked on
movement. It was necessary to find a
different way to move ." Rainer found
that the energy of dancing was one of
the most decepti\'e and ingrained elements used in choreography .
Trio A , performed by Rainer at the
Reconstruction , looked as significant
:i milestone as it is reported to be in
the annals of contemporary dance. In
a way . it was the simplest dance on the
program ; no costume, prop , or music
(also true of Steve Paxton 's dance) .
The movement seemed to materialize
in an independent space with no distractions. The world became invisible
,~ith nothing there but someone dancing, making \'isible exactly what her
body was doing. One thing followed
another. Very simple. "Why are we
moved so strongly and so strangely by
certain simple groupings of a few ordinary words. " By replacing " a few ordinan· words " with " a few ordinary
mo\'e.ments ," this quote from Frederich
Schiller applies well to Trio A.
Judith Dunn , whom John Herbert
.\le Dowell once spoke of as " one of the
greatest dancers in the Western world, "
made dances in which the movement
created elaborate stories of a non-narrative nature . In Dewborse (danced by
Cheryl Lilienstein) , my focus was drawn
to the expressiveness of details and
small isolated movements. While music
was often used for particular effect in
many Judson pieces, Dunn 's work with
trumpet-player Bill Dixon was an extended inquin· into the face to face
reiationsh{p b etween music and dance ,
cb.n..:t·r anJ musician .
. \ i:een Passloff. who inspired many
11i : r: .1n u:ubasheJ sense of her own
s::, :e. p..:rr,,rmeJ ar rhe Reconsrrucrion
m ih>t h J am.:s Waring"s Oct,mdre and
her uwn Sr m a u1t·s . In both works
she ~i.1n.:-eJ in a ,nirld that appeared to
exist he..:ause llf the Jynamic play between m<wement that had its own
,·iulin-. anJ mo\'ement that became
anima."ted b,· her. Like others , she had
an interest in what effect her presence
haJ <•n mo,·ement.
The inheritance of dance is ob\'ioush· more than a certain number of
pieces in \'arious repertories ; it is also
the com·eying of techniques and mo\'ement awareness. There was something
,·cry satisfying about seeing dancers in
their twenties dancing in twenty-yearold dances. especially since most of
these young dancers ha\'e been informed b\' mm·ement concepts that ha,·e
e,·ol~·ed from the germinal work of
Judson Dance Theater. When Stephen
Petronio and Randy Warshaw danced
in an excerpt from Ste\'e Paxton's
0
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Jag Ville Gorna Telefonera (originally
performed by Paxton and Robert
Rauschenberg in 1964), the rendition
was so smooth, beautiful, and convincing, that Trisha Brown could be overheard exclaiming in jest, "Which one
was Bob? " More than any other Wt' · "
on the program, Jag Ville . . . rose to
the historical occasion by making the
past look prophetic. The dance was
based on Paxton's original score of
pictures showing pairs of athletes engaged in sporting e\'ents. In addition
to duplicating some of the " actionshots, " Warshaw and Petronio captured
the quality of play and ri\'alry between
two individuals mo\"ing together. Both
dancers have extensive backgrounds in
Contact Impro\'isation (initiated by
Paxton in 1972} and both presently
dance with Trisha Brown. The performance was a momentous exchange
between Paxton 's score and the accomplished mo\'ement sense of the two
dancers .
I made the mistake of not reading
my program carefully enough on th;
first night and as a result missed seeing
Simone Forti's Sl.iut Board at intermission time . Pictures and drawings of
Slant Board anJ other " dance ; o nstructions, " show how these dances
were self-fulfilled acti,·ities. I han see::
Huddle , another of Forti 's constructions, and remember how fascinatinz it
was to watch people utterly absorbid
and occupied by the requirements of
what they were doing. It's easy to see
how this work led to Forti 's interest in
zoo animals who possess an even more
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constant occupation with their own
activities.
I was surprised that the Judson
pieces looked so much like dances.
.\\a\'be this was because after twenty
,·edrs their mode of presentation has
been assimilated by many dancers and
choreographers and has been made_
familiar t hrough photographs, stones,
commentaries. and sketches. While
challem:in£ and demntifying the role
of " perior ~-en--st;ge," they acquired
oth;r p rforming abilities. Seenin-the
prese . these non-demonstrative ~
tu des ab0t::~rming-~so-mucn a
part o , •· e l ~ :, .;egac{>' aren't as
eccentric .,5 ,:.e;- :::1a\· once ha\'e appeared. In spire pf \ \·-.:in.ne Rainer's freque nrly ·referrd t0 ded aration against
the magic .;.nJ : r:msfo:-ming qualities of
the the a:e~ ex:ie ri~ncc. t}1 ere is somethin2: :'u r:ci.=m~r!~.2]\· ··n1.1f!icar' .1bout
j; . ...· .,
,.. re ,..,..
1·t\.
••
\ e f-l!,.
L-f!:1:1.,
1. - , 1·-• ;~
_, ~ni
u •• S qua l •
which m ... ~es .;.n L1bse!":er appreciate or
roe~: r:1 c si:uation.
Fo r :mYvne who has read or heard
.;.necdo,ei oi Judson, or followed the
hte~ oreers of Judson dancers, the
Rec0nstruction was a rare opportunity. E\·en though most of the audience
□ emb ers were either too young, or
out of town , or unaware at the time
oi the original performances, there
w::.s ::. sense of reconvening. Perhaps
: he JuJs l,n Reconstruction is the
bezinnini ,,f a new form of documentation. a -ritual to be performed every
twenty years. ◊
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Yvonne. I'd come ,1g,1i11 ,111d agai11
to see Yvonne do Trio A. If she hadn't
done it in months, years or minutes,
I'd see her again. There is something
very sad in her dancing. Something
stark and rare about her. She dances
as if sleepwalking but all the while
keeping her concentration fixed on
this inexorable path as if she was a
light sleeper, but one whom no one
could seem to wake up. All the same,
we tiptoe around her.
She is dancing her way. It goes
nowhere but doesn't stay in the same

pl.ice. It tells ber stury. tbe wom,w
wbo . . . Ex,1ctly. Hllipse. Ellipse.
Sbe doeS11 't m,1ke bn b,mdst,wd
tbe first time tbrougb and stops to
look l1t it wonderi11g for ,1 moment if
she will fit into it after ,111 these years.
It isn 't a question of fat or thin but
who 's in her skin. She separates a11d
unites with her own image as fast as
a mirror could tell, and we were watching it as if from behind that mirror,
knowing she knew we were watching,
though it seems it was built as a one
way mirror at the time.
Nancy Stark Smith

These f Reco11srrm:,ion] concerts bare
struck this city ,it a particularly fortuitous moment; the energy piling up in
the dance community behind the
nuclear disarmament issue is beginning
to create a social climate not 1111/ike
the communitarian sixties, wben the
peace a11d civil rights 1110,:eme11ts made
mass e11ergy make political sense.
Elizabeth Zimmer, WBAI, 4116182

Seeing Judith Dunn 's Dewhorse was
stirring in that she was an important
teacher for me and many others.
Cheryl Niederman Li/ienstein strongly
evoked Judith's noble and idiosyncratic stance. Cheryl said that doing the
dance was like presenting the life
habits of an unfamiliar and beautiful
creature.
Lisa Kraus
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